Human neural network development occurs at stages inaccessible to longitudinal monitoring. By transplanting human neurons to the adult mouse brain, recent studies explore human neural circuit formation in realistic cellular and physiological environments, establishing new models for human neurodevelopmental disorders.
Our understanding of early neural circuit formation in mammals is largely informed by mouse models, yet the human brain is over 1,000 times larger than the mouse brain. Human neuronal specializationslarger cells, greater dendritic complexity, increased spine density, dramatically longer axonal connection distances, and protracted maturation-suggest that our neurons may face distinct vulnerabilities. Therefore, analysis of human synapses, neurons, and circuits may be crucial to understanding neurological disorders and developing drugs. While human neurons may be studied in cell culture, many developmental processes require cellular interactions that are difficult to fully model. To study human cortical neuron development under physiological conditions, two recent studies transplanted human cortical excitatory neurons directly into the adult mouse brain (Mansour et al., 2018; Real et al., 2018) , finding that human neurons continue to mature and form connections in this environment and suggesting that Down syndrome influences early circuit properties.
Pioneering studies over 40 years ago revealed that human neurons could be transplanted into rodent brains (Stenevi et al., 1976) , but the limited supply of neurons led most studies to focus on replacement of degenerating cell types rather than on monitoring basic aspects of human neuronal development (Tang et al., 2017) . However, the generation of human-induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) now provides an unlimited supply of human neuronal cells across normal and disease genotypes (Ferreira and Mostajo-Radji, 2013) , and cerebral orga-noids further enable the study of 3D neuronal interactions in vitro (Pașca, 2018) . Together, these advances have launched numerous in vitro studies of early human neural development and disease.
Neurons, however, are social entities that require precise afferent and efferent connectivity to develop and function properly. Cortical excitatory neurons send long axonal processes to intracortical and subcortical targets, which are difficult to model in an in vitro context. In addition, interactions with several subtypes of inhibitory neurons, along with astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglia, and endothelial cells, further shape excitatory neuron development. Finally, neurons depend on proper delivery of oxygen, nutrients, and growth factors, which is difficult to precisely balance in culture. While advances in stem cell biology and engineering continue to generate increasingly diverse populations of cultured human cells, capturing these communities in a physiological context remains challenging.
A potential solution to limitations of cell diversity and vascularization in human organoid models is to transplant human cells directly to a mouse brain already containing the diversity of cell types missing from in vitro models. By transplanting iPSC-derived cortical progenitors and neurons from monoloyer (Real et al., 2018) or organoid culture (Mansour et al., 2018) into the adult mouse cortex, two studies examine whether the environment of an adult mouse brain supports and enhances human neuronal maturation ( Figure 1 ). Grafts of human cells initially contained corticothalamic and subcerebral projection neurons and later generated intracortical projection neurons, though these neurons did not follow the laminar organization of endogenous cortex. Importantly, mouse vasculature invaded human grafts within 2 weeks, providing trophic support that was crucial for organoid survival (Mansour et al., 2018) . Compared with organoids cultured in vitro from 2 to 33 weeks post-transplant, the adult mouse brain environment significantly reduced cell death. Longterm culture also permitted the development of human astrocytes and oligodendrocytes and the invasion of mouse microglia, though at lower densities than those observed in mouse tissue outside of the graft. Thus, the adult mouse brain supported long-term graft survival and increased the diversity of non-neural cells present in the graft.
The mouse brain environment may also enable the study of human axon development by providing cortical areas and subcortical regions targeted by projection neurons but not typically present in organoid models. However, exploiting the richness of these target regions would require that human axons can overcome possible inhibitory cues in the adult brain environment and that axon guidance cues are conserved between human and mouse. By following labeled human axons, both studies examined whether long-range connections could form in the adult brain environment. Remarkably, transplanted human neurons extended long axons through the adult brain along blood vessels and fiber bundles to target cortical areas and subcortical regions, including hippocampus, striatum, thalamus, and hypothalamus, consistent with previous transplant experiments in neonatal mice (Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013) . Notably, human neuron transplants in somatosensory cortex appeared to preferentially project to regions normally targeted by this cortical area, such as striatum, thalamus, contralateral somatosensory cortex, and ipsilateral motor cortex (Real et al., 2018) . These findings, together with previous studies (Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013) , suggest that human cortical neurons may connect to appropriate targets in the neonatal and adult mouse brain. Nonetheless, future studies will be required to clarify the fidelity of connections from specific cell types, the plasticity of intrinsic areal identity features in transplanted human neurons, and the extent to which timing differences between transplanted human neurons and the host influence connectivity patterns.
To further study the axon-dendritic development of human neurons, Real et al. (2018) followed transplanted neurons for over 6 months using 2-photon imaging. During this timeline, human axons undergo drastic structural refinements as they mature (Kalil and Dent, 2014) , suggesting that pruning mechanisms are conserved upon transplantation. Similarly, by performing in vivo imaging of over 500 developing dendritic segments, the authors observed a progressive increase in spine density, following a timeline that parallels human development. Mansour et al. (2018) further showed that grafted human neurons actively synapsed onto host mouse neurons. Strikingly, optogenetic excitation of grafted neurons evoked a robust local field potential response in the host, indicating that human axons functionally integrated into existing mouse circuits. These results open the possibility of using transplantation experiments to model the process of synapse formation and connectivity in human neurons in vivo.
Both studies then analyzed electrophysiological properties of transplanted neurons. Real et al. (2018) performed patch-clamp recording of grafted human pyramidal neurons in coronal sections, observing miniature excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic currents and action potentials upon depolarization. Using multielectrode arrays, Mansour et al. (2018) took extracellular recordings, observing a progressive increase in activity and synchronization of grafted neurons over development, suggesting functional maturation of human neurons. Using in vivo calcium imaging, both studies observed the progressive acquisition of synchronous networks and oscillatory behavior in maturing grafts, with Real et al. (2018) , describing the spatiotemporal order of these bursts. Remarkably, Real et al. (2018) observed that grafted neurons in the somatosensory cortex were responsive to sensory stimuli in one animal, suggesting thalamocortical integration to the transplanted neurons. Together, these results indicate that transplanted neurons can undergo circuit-level maturation upon grafting, though the extent to which the mouse brain environment accelerates human neuronal cell maturation requires further study.
To further investigate afferent connectivity of mouse cells to the host organoid, Real et al. (2018) performed monosynaptic tracing of connections to grafted neurons using modified rabies virus. Surprisingly, over 90% of projections to the human cells came from other human cells. Notably, the limited number of mouse neurons that did project to the graft were located within the graft, near the graft, or in the contralateral hemisphere, with no mouse neurons connecting from subcortical regions. The Studies from Mansour et al. (2018) and Real et al. (2018) show that human brain organoids or human iPSC-derived neurons transplanted into mouse models can integrate into existing circuits where they acquire vasculature from the host, differentiate into mature neuronal subtypes, extend axons, and exhibit population-level activity. discrepancy between the widespread efferent projections from human neurons to distant mouse neurons, and the limited afferent projections from mouse neurons to local human neurons, could relate to the maturation status of transplanted and host neurons. The human neurons were generated around the time of transplant and observed to undergo normal developmental processes of migration, axon initiation, and extension. By contrast, the host mouse circuitry had already formed, likely limiting additional projections from mouse neurons. Nonetheless, inhibitory input to human neurons almost certainly came from host mouse cells, as the transplanted cells did not include inhibitory neurons. These mouse inhibitory neurons may have contributed to the synchronized activity of the human cells by coordinated perisomatic inhibition across the graft. Thus, the transplant allowed for studies of neural circuit dynamics and of largely human-tohuman excitatory synapse formation within the graft. Real et al. (2018) then used this system to study neural circuit dynamics in Down syndrome by also transplanting neurons generated from patient-derived iPSCs. During the reprogramming process, one iPSC clone lost a copy of chromosome 21, providing an isogenic line with a normal karyotype for paired comparisons. Following transplantation, the axonal growth and retraction rates were similar between the patient and control lines. However, trisomy 21 neurons showed increased dendritic spine stabilization and decreased burst and global activity compared with controls. While it can be difficult to associate ex vivo cell behaviors with phenotypes underlying genetic disorders, the abnormalities in dendritic spines were consistent with observations in primary trisomy 21 samples (Takashima et al., 1994) . These results show that transplantation models can provide insights into cell behaviors associated with complex neurodevelopmental disorders that would otherwise be inaccessible to longitudinal monitoring and analysis.
To date, brain organoids have been used to model developmental disorders such as microcephaly and lissencephaly, as well as infectious diseases that affect brain development, such as Zika virus (Di Lullo and Kriegstein, 2017) . These models have captured cell-intrinsic phenotypes such as changes in neural stem cell behavior and viral susceptibility. Yet, organoids lack key cell types and tissue architecture that could make disease modeling more relevant. Cell diversity may be required to model disorders that involve systems of cellular interactions, such as synaptic development and neural circuit formation. Similarly, modeling neurological disorders involving the impact of metabolism or cell stress may require physiological microenvironments. Transplantation paradigms such as the ones discussed here could potentially provide a more complete perspective and uncover finer disease phenotypes.
Neuronal development requires a precise and orchestrated interaction between cell types. These studies represent an important first step toward a mixed in vitro and in vivo model that incorporates human genetic variation with rich cellular diversity to study disorders that affect circuit formation. Further work in developmental neurobiology and bioengineering will be required to improve these models. Several challenges remain, including matching the developmental timing of hosts and grafts, obtaining the proper laminar organization of the grafts in the host environment, and understanding the cues behind the recognition and wiring of cell types. In the future, studies that incorporate cell-type-specific interactions will further refine our understanding of complex neurodevelopmental disorders.
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